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PLAN THE AGENDA

The first step to planning any agenda is determining the meeting's desired outcome. A desired
outcome is a statement of what the meeting will achieve. 

Most people think of a meeting as an event - the time we’re gathered together in a physical or
virtual room. But meetings are actually a cycle that consists of three phases - before, during and
after. Too often meetings are unproductive due to a lack of proper preparation by both the
meeting leader and participants. Spending a few minutes designing a thoughtful agenda,
developing appropriate prework, and communicating clearly with your meeting participants,
can transform the entire meeting experience.

This guide contains a meeting agenda template, tips for planning the agenda and writing a
desired outcome, and how to design and communicate pre-work. 

What will this meeting accomplish?
What will be different after this meeting?
What must we achieve in order for this meeting to be successful?

A list of 3-5 ideas to share with senior leadership
A decision on the vendor for project X.
Participants understand the new policy and how it will impact their work.

To write a desired outcome, ask yourself:

Write the desired outcome as a statement that describes the "WHAT" not "WHY" of the
meeting.

Examples:

The Desired Outcome
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The Agenda

The Welcoming (First 5 minutes)
The Activities 
The Wrap-up (Last 5 minutes)

There are three general segments to any agenda. 
1.
2.
3.

The Welcoming is the time at the start of the meeting that transitions people into the meeting
both physically and mentally. People need time to move from wherever they were previously
into the virtual or physical room. They also need to be reminded of what this meeting is about.
Open by stating the desired outcome so that everyone can get in the right mindset for the
upcoming conversation.

The Activities are the various topics and engagement techniques used during the bulk of the
meeting. These are chosen carefully in order to help the group accomplish the desired
outcome. 

The Wrap-up is the time at the end of the meeting to clarify the meeting outputs and create a
sense of closure. During the wrap up, review any decisions that have been made, assign owners
and due dates to all action items, and identify any key takeaways that need to be shared. This
will help the participants get on the same page as well as recognize what the group achieved
during it's time together which helps everyone leave on a positive note. 

Go to http://bit.ly/meeting-planner-agenda to get the template to help you think through
each aspect of the meeting.

Agenda Activities

"The more specific you can be
about the desired outcome,
the more likely you’ll be to

achieve it because everyone
will be marching toward that

same goal."
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1-1 or small group breakouts
virtual or physical sticky note brainstorm
quiet time to think + round robin sharing
live polling or word cloud
Work-shopping content or live editing a document

While group discussion is useful, there are many ways
to engage people beyond full group discussion. 

Examples of activities:
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Why Use Pre-work

What information, background, or context do people need to know in order to be ready
for this discussion?
What activity could people do to help make our time together more productive?
What should people think about ahead of time so they come ready to share their best
thinking?

The time a group has together in the meeting is precious, so we want to make the most of it.
Pre-work enables everyone to enter the room ready for the discussion.

Questions to help you identify appropriate pre-work:

Pre-work Formats

An article, video, or podcast explaining a concept or sharing information
An existing document or work product
A written, voice or video memo sharing context or information
A recording of a presentation that would have been done during the meeting
Completing a template, worksheet, questionnaire or poll
Reflecting on a set of questions
Leaving edits or comments in a shared document
Brainstorming on a topic

Sometimes the pre-work materials already exist, but other times you'll need to create
something new.

Examples of pre-work:
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PREPARE THE PRE-WORK

Pre-work Instructions

Specific instructions for what to do
Approximate time to complete the pre-work
Due date for completing the pre-work
How the pre-work will enable a more productive meeting

When sharing the agenda and pre-work with your meeting participants, be sure to give them
clear guidance so they know how to prepare for the meeting.

Information to share with the pre-work:
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Welcome (5 minutes)
Generate lessons learned and insights to enhance the plan (15 minutes)

Look at results of pre-work and agree on how we want to incorporate the lessons
learned from past roll-outs as well as how we might avoid potential problems.

Workshop the plan (20 minutes)
Walk through the current plan and modify as needed

Agree on timeline (15 minutes)
Determine due dates for critical milestones

Wrap up (5 minutes)

Desired Outcome: 
A draft plan of the actions and timeline for the upcoming policy roll out. 

Agenda:

Pre-work Instructions:
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"Most people think of meetings as
an event - the time we’re gathered

together in a physical or virtual
room. But meetings are actually a

cycle, that consists of three phases
- before, during and after." 

EXAMPLE

Reflect on the last policy roll out - what
worked and what didn't. 
Brainstorm potential problems, challenges or
watch outs that might derail this policy roll out. 

In preparation for our upcoming meeting, please
take 10 minutes to do the following:

1.

2.  a
 
Brainstorm any ideas for what we might do differently for this policy roll out to make it
more effective.
Please input all your ideas into this document by EOD Tuesday. This will allow me to
compile the results of the brainstorm and for us to spend our time during the meeting
developing the action plan and timeline. 

 
1.
2.
3.

4.


